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Abstract. The aim of present study was to demonstrate usability of the recently developed “Smart Socks” System for
analysis of locomotion temporal parameters. Smart socks system exploits pressure sensors which can be knitted directly in
the garment, thus providing minimal discomfort for user. Two types of locomotion were analysed: walking and running.
Experienced athletes took part in the experiment to perform movements in the controlled conditions in laboratory. The
research demonstrated that temporal accuracy of Smart Sock system is acceptable for practical purposes. Data, provided
by the system could distinguish heel strike and non-heel strike run and walk modes. More data is required for deeper
analysis and interpretation of obtained temporal parameters and for development of recommendations for athletes and
coaches.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Development of useful wearable motion capture tool
for sport purposes is a complicated task. Athletes are
moving with a continuously changing velocity and
direction, therefore, adaptive instrument which provides
on-line locomotion monitoring is required.
Recently developed wearable “Smart socks” system
[16] provides potential solution for acquisition of
human locomotion spatio-temporal parameters at
walking, running, jogging and other activities, that
involve movements of the feet. The wearability of the
system allows record data during physical activity in
natural conditions both indoor and outdoor. Another
important feature, that distinguish the proposed system
from commercially available accelerometric devices is
an ability to monitor the contact between feet sole and
ground. The system consists of a pair of specially
designed socks with integrated knitted pressure sensors
and conductive lines and a data acquisition block, that
communicates via bluetooth with computer or other
kind of electronic gadgets. The socks are easy to wear
and causes minimal discomfort for athlete.
Each sock has five sensors which can be arranged
and knitted in different parts of the sock according to
the specific demands of locomotion monitoring. Sensors
can be used to determine different spatio - temporal
parameters of running and walking, including cadence
and strike pattern [16].
There is three types of strike pattern at running: heel
strike, midfoot and forefoot strike [4]. Heel strike is a

pattern when rear part of the foot makes contact
with ground surface first (it has also been called as
rear foot strike) [15]. In midfoot strike it’s the
middle part of foot which touches the running
surface first and the front of the foot land first in
forefoot strike [11]. Each of them has it’s own
advantages and disadvantages [7]. Runners most
often are choosing their favourite strike pattern by
a natural way or study which one suits them best of
all [5, 9].
Study of the most appropriate strike pattern has
great interest from the scientific point of view.
Number of research has been done to find the most
efficient running technique that helps to avoid
athlete's injuries [3]. Typically these patterns have
been analysed by measuring ground reaction forces
(GRF) in running. It that case it is possible to
determine the pattern of foot strike and analyse the
volume and parameters of different GRF
components [1, 14].
Smart sock system does not allow to analyse
GRF directly, but strike patterns still may be
determined using temporary signals from five foot
plantar pressure sensors, for example, by analysis
of the sensor’s activation timing.
The strike timing information, obtained by a
trained person in real time could be immediately
used for instant movement pattern correction in the
training process or even in competitions [2].
In walking, different patterns of foot strike are
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not defined in detail, as compared with running [10, 13].
In gait analysis, a stride is generally subdivided into a
stance and a swing phase. More attention is paid for
measurements of such parameters as step time and
frequency, or cadence, foot - ground contact time as
well as to analysis of different gait phases [12].
Measurements of the step time allows to analyse and
compare differences in these variables between both
legs. It’s also important to define movement asymmetry
[6]. Step frequency can be defined as the count of steps,
performed over the certain period of time [17, 18].
Contact time of foot is defined as a period of time from
the moment when foot makes first contact with ground
surface until the moment when it takes off [8].
The purpose of the present work is to evaluate
usability of the developed “Smart socks” for the
evaluation of athletes’ locomotions at race walking and
running.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Volunteer participants performed walking and
running on treadmill and also on casual surface indoor.
Running was performed by an experienced distance
runner. The running velocity was 6 km/h. Walking
velocity was 3 km/h. Participants had to wear the smart
socks system, size of socks was adapted individually.
The placement of foot sensors is shown in Fig. 1.
Sensors A and B are placed in front, C and D -in the
middle, and sensor E is placed in the rear part of the
foot.
Increase of the plantar pressure on the sensors lead
to the decrease in the electric resistance of the sensors.
The resistance of the sensors was measured by custommade data acquisition system with the sampling rate of
15Hz. The resistance reciprocal value was calculated
and normalised to form arbitrary sensor pressure signal.

demonstrates 4 s long running pattern fragment, 5
strides and 5 contact phases are clearly visible..

Fig.2. Signals of all sensors in running locomotion.

When running or walking with heel strike
pattern, heel hits the ground first, The rest of the
foot follows afterward, so the sensor E activates
earlier than rest of the sensors. Sensor E also
reaches the maximum value earlier than sensors A
and B, placed in front of the foot. Sensors C and D,
that are placed in the middle of the foot, could
perform differently in dependence of the foot
landing patterns. These sensors are not affect heel
strike pattern detection.
When running with other strike pattern, the
sequence of sensors activation will be different: if
sensor E reaches its maximum value at the same
time as other sensors or later, then it is not a heel
strike pattern.
Based on these observations algorithm to
determine if the person is running or walking with
heel strike pattern was created.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
When running with heel strike, sensor E (or the
heel sensor) reaches the highest value before
sensors A and B (or their sum). It is demonstrated
at the Fig.3 and Fig.4.
At Fig.3, heel sensor reaches its highest value
in 0.03s from the beginning of the cadence, but A
and B (or the forefoot sensors) reaches the highest
value in 0.12s.

Fig.3. Heel strike running
Fig.1. Placement of the sensors [16]

Procedure for determination of spatio-temporal
parameters
In order to determine the foot strike phases, each
step should be “recorded” by all of the sensors. When
the output signal values of all five sensors are summed
together, ground contact phase may be detected. Fig. 5
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At Fig.4, heel sensor reaches its highest value
in 0.03s but sum of forefoot sensors reaches the
highest value in 0.12s. Its clearly visible, that heel
sensor reaches the highest value before forefoot
sensors in Fig.4. and Fig.5.
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Fig.7. Walking pattern
Fig.4. Heel strike running

This means that running was done with a heel strike.
When running with full feet striking the ground the
forefoot sensors and heel sensor got the highest value at
the same time (Fig.5. and Fig.6).

Fig.8. Walking pattern

Fig.5. Running non heel strike pattern

In this case it’s not clear, if running was done with a
midfoot strike or forefoot strike. Despite this fact it’s
clear that running wasn’t done with heel strike.

Fig.6. Running non heel strike pattern

When walking (Fig.7.) the sensors get their highest
values similar to heel strike running - heel sensor gets
the highest value faster than forefoot sensors or their
sum (Fig.8.). At Fig.7, heel sensor reaches its highest
value in 0.21s but forefoot sensors in 0.29s and 0.45s, A
and B respectively.
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IV CONCLUSION
Smart socks system is an applicable tool to
identify several spatio-temporal parameters of
human gait and running.
System works accurate with relatively slow
running and walking velocity, moving in higher
velocity need to be researched.
The temporal resolution of the of Smart Sock
System is acceptable for strike pattern analysis
purposes. The system could be used for
determination of gait/run temporal parameters and
differentiation of the mode of locomotion.
More detailed research is required for
elaboration, analysis and interpretation of other
biomechanical parameters as well as for
development of the recommendations to athletes
and coaches.
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